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It is known that the Newton polygon of the image of s, under an automorphism of the ring of 
polynomials in two variables x,.x2 over B field is a (possibly degenerate) right triangle with 
pcrpcndiculars on the axes. In this work this result is generalized to the case of II variables. 
1. Introduction 
Let k be a field. Let k’“’ = k[x,, x2,. . . ,x,,]. Let f E I@“‘. Then f= C, Q:“, 
where x_” = xpixI_L? - + - _y,:ll. Define the support of f by supp( f) = {cy 1 A, f 0). 
Define the Newton polytope off by N(f) = conv({Q} U supp(J’)). (If n = 2, then 
N(f) is a Newton polygon and if n = 3, it is a Newton polyhedron.) 
Let GA,,(k) denote the group of k-algebra automorphisms of k”“. Let nE 
GA,,(k). When 11 = 2 the following is known [ 11: 
Proposition. (i) N(ax,) is a right triangle with perpendicul,, ‘s on the axes (the 
degeneraic case, where the length of one perpendiculur is zero. is possible). 
(ii) The length of one of the perpendiculars is m integml multiple of the lerlgth 
of the other perpendicular. Cl 
In this work a gcncralizaiion of (i) for tl> 2 is proved in the case of a field k of 
characteristic zero. 
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Theorem. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let rr E GA,,(k). Then all the 
vertices of N(ax, ) are on the axis hyperplanes. 
In the case n = 2 this reduces to (i) above. A generalization of (ii) is suggested 
in Section 5. 
2. Machinery 
2.1. Let A be a k-module (k-domain), and denote A” = A\(O). A degree 
function on A is a mapping D : Ax - R (a homomorphism D : Ax ---, (R, +)) such 
that D( f + g) 5 max{D( f ), D(g)}. We also define D(0) = -x. For any E E R 
let A.F={flD(f)~e,\. A,,, = {f 1 D(f)< E}. Let grL(A)= A5,1A,. and 




Let gro( f) = gr:” (f )-this is called the leading form off. 
The module grn(A) is R-graded, and if A is a domain, then gr,(A) becomes an 
R-graded k-domain by defining gr,( f)gr[,( g) = gr,)( fg). 
2.2. If A is an R-graded k-module (k-domain), i.e., A = BpEW A” and if 
np : A- A’ are the projections, then D(f) = max{ E 1 rF( f) # 0} is a degree 
function and A is naturally isomorphic to gr,(A) as graded k-modules (k- 
algebras). 
The case relevant to this work is the following: Any homomorphism A : Z”-+ LR 
defines an R-grading of k “I’ by (k”“)’ = span{gC 1 A(g) = E}, and therefore a 
degree function D and the notion of leading forms. We identify k”” = grl,(k”“). 
2.3. Let A be a k-domain with a degree function D. Let Der,(A) = 
{A E hom,(A. A) 1 A( fg) = A( f)g + fA( g)}-the Lie algebra of derivations of A. 
A derivation A E Der,(A) is called locally nilpotent if for any f E A there exists 
or E N such that A”‘(f) = 0. If w E ker(A), then (WA)“’ = w”‘A”‘, so if A is locally 
nilpotent, then so is WA. 
Let 7 E R. We call A a T-derivation if for any f E A* we have D(Af) 5 
D(f) + 7. For a T-derivation A we define gr;,(A) by gr’;,(A)(gr,,( f)) = 
iTi> uc”-i(Aj). Then by induction we get gr;,(A)“(gr,( f)) = gr~““““(A”lf). As a 
consequence we have the following: 
Proposition. If A E Der,(A) is a Iocaily nilpotent r-derivation, then gri,(A) is a 
!ocaliy nilpotew 7-derrvatiofl of gr,,( A). q 
2.4. If q is a k-algebra endomorphism of k”” and Q = ((2, , Q2. . . . . Q,,) = - 
(tp-, . ‘Fs,. . . . , (FX,,), WC dcnotc 
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d(q) = dQ = 
and J(q) = J(Q) = det(dQ)-the Jacobian of cp. Let u CI GA,,(k). The following 
formulas are kmediate &nsequences of these definitions and the chain rule: 
d(oQ) = 444d~) 9 - J(LW) = J(cr)a(JQ) . z 
2.5. Let AQ,.vT . .._ u,,_,(Q,,)=J(Q,y Q2%... 3Q,,)a Then AC,,.B ,._... 0 _ isaderiva- 
tion of k”‘! From the formulas of 2.4 it follows that _ 
01 I 
A = J(u)uA -I WQ, .WQJ -Q.. , f),.Qz . . . v,,-, u . 
Therefore. If A,, .v2.. .v,, _ , is locally nilpotent. then so is A,, ,.,, QZ . .. . . . . p,,_ . I 
2.6. I@‘, & . . . ,x”l)) = det(g,, a?, . . . ,~,l)~~I+~~i-“‘+a,t-l where 1=(1,1. 
. . . , 1). It follows that if D is a degree function on k”” that arises from a 
monomorphism A : Z ‘I+ IR as described in 2.2 and if T = cyl,’ D( Q,) - 
CT=, D(xj), then AQIav, ._,,, v,, _, is a T-derivation and 
gG(A,,,.o: ,.... v,,_,) = A FT,,C0,).W/)(L)7) . . S’,,CV,,_,) . 
To :ee this write (under the identification gr,,(k”“) = k”“): f = gr,,( f) + E where 
D(f) c D(f). Then: 
= J(gr,JQ,) + hgm(Q,) + 0,. . . . l ,(Q,,-J 
+ O,,-,, gb(f) + _f> 
= J(gr,(Q,), grD(Q2), . . . aAQ,,-A nkf’)> 
+c Jr 
= AF’,,(C’,l.er,,(f~;I, . . . &!‘,)IC),,_ ) t r ( f>) + C Jr . g 1) 
where the first summand is either zero or has degree D(f) + ‘i- and D(J,) < 
D(f) + r, and our assertion follows from the definition (see 2.3). 
2.7. It also follows from 2.6 by induction that 
where x= c :‘r,’ G, - .I_. 
Lemma. Let k be field of characteristic zero. If my,, cy?, . . . , a,,_, are linearly 
independent vectors with nonnegative integral entries and dLS,.iL...._X,, , is a locally 
nilpotent derivation, then the hyperpiane span{g,, g2, . . . , a,,, _ ,} is-one of the axis 
hyperplanes. 
Proof. Let 1 I i 5 n. There exists m E N such that Ayi,,Lc .,,,, &+. ,(xi) = 0. There- 
fcre, there exists k, 2 0 such that det(cy, , g2, .L . , G,,_ ,, ei + kiz) = 0, SO 
da@, , g2. . . . , sl_, , gi - k$) = 0. Since ‘y,, cyI. . . . , a,,_, are linearly hdepen- 
dent it follows that ei - kJ E span{cr, , B?. . . . , cy,,_, }. This means that all the e,‘s 
are on the same side of this hyperplane and since all the entries of the aj’s are 
nonnegative it must be one of the axis hyperplanes. 0 
3. On the existence of independent leading forms 
3.1. Lemma. Let {u,, u2, . . . , u,} E W be a linearly independent set. Let L = 
span,{u,, u:. . . . , uf} be the lattice generated by {u, , u2. . _ . , u,}. TI2en there exists 
y > 0 such that for any ball B of radius R. the number of points of the lattice L 
contained in B satisfies the inequality: #(B n L) I yR’. 0 
One can verify by induction on 1 that y can be taken as 
’ = ,y dist(u, . span R {u’ I’ UZ’. . . . uj-13) * 
3.2. Proposition. If A = k[y,, y,, . . . , y,] E k”” and y,, yz, . . . , y, are algebrai- 
cally independent over k, and if D is a degree function on k”” determined as in 2.2 
by A : .Z” -+ R such that all leading forms are monomials (equivalently-4 is 
injective), then there exist Qi E k ’ and cyi E H” (i = 1,2, . . . , 1) such that 
,y.)) _andg’.b: gr,,(Q,h y:-. . . , = ” a are linearly independent. ,3__2” * * ,_,I 
Proof. It is enough to prove that there are linearly independent cy,, g2, . . . , ctl E 
2” such that P Egr,(A), for then one can take zG’ Egr,(k[y,]), xGz E 
grMy,9 ~~1)~ etc. 
Let m be maximal such that there exist ‘y,, (Y?, , . . ,cx,,, E Z” that are 
linearly independent satisfying xS Egr,,(A). If xl! E grn(A), then /3 E 
span,{s,, cu,, . . . ,g,,,}. There exists a t E Q such that for any p E B”; if ~2 E - 
gr,,(A). then P Espan,{t~,. la?,. . . . tg,,,}. 
For any d CfW let 
A,, = {QC,,,. ~2’. . ..y,)b@(Q)~d>. 
B,,= C~~~“1x%gr,,(A,,)l. 
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Let V= (0) U Uf_, supp(y,). V is contained in a ball of radius R around the 
origin: V C B(& R). Then B, C_ { 11, + u2 + * * * f u,, ) u, E V} E B(O, dR), so B, C_ 
B@, dR) rl span,{ra,, tcw,, . . . , fg,,,}. By Lemma 3.1, #B,, 5 y(dR)“‘. 
On the other hand we have dim(A,,) = (‘I”) 1 (f )’ and therefore ($)‘r 
dim(A,,) = dim(gr,(A,,)) = #B, 5 y(dR)“‘. (The first equality follows by a tele- 
scope sum argument.) We have d’-“’ i I’yR”’ for any d E N. It follows that 
mrl. q 
4. Proof of the theorem 
Let a #O be a vertex of N(ax,). There exists A E horn&R”, R) such that 
N(c+x,) n A-‘[+ x) = {9} with E,, ER. (A-‘(E,,) is a hyperplane intersecting 
N(ax:) at&and A-‘[&,,, x) is the half-space not containing N(ox,).) Without loss 
of generality we may assume that the h(ei)‘s are CD-linearly independent, so the 
restriction A : Z” + [w is injective. Let D be the degree function determined by A 
on kt”’ as described in 2.2. From Proposition 3.2 it follows that there exist linearly 
independent p, , cr2, . . . ,Y,~ E Z” and Q; E kIi’ such that e = gro(aQ;). Since Q, 
is a polynomial in x,, g, is proportional to r. If we show that the derivation 
is locally nilpotent, then by Lemma 2.7 we have that cu is on an axis hyperplane 
and we are done. 
Since Qi E kti’ the matrix d( Q,, Q,, . . . , Q,,-, , f) is upper triangular so 
API.@ . Q,,-, 
aQ, ae,... aQ -I a 
= - 
tr 
ax, ax2 a-5-, ax,, . 
The derivation alax,, is locally nilpotent and 
aQ, ar21 ~ A . . . aQ,,-, 
ax, ax, ax,,- I 
E k’“-“C ker $ 
(3 ,I 
so by 2.3 it follows that A,,., ,.,,,, a,,_, is locally nilpotent. By 2.5 we deduce 
that A cry, .“oz... ..1ro,,_, is also- locally nilpotent. By 2.3 we have that 
gM4rQp,V2 “Q,,J is also locally nilpotent and by 2.6 this is exactly 
A gr,,fd?, l.gr,)(“g2) . . . .P’,,:“v,, .,) so we have what we want. 0 
5. Remarks 
5.1. Definition. Let CT E GA,,(k). We call u a Newton-rume automorphism if it has 
the following property: For any 1 5 i 5 n any edge of the polyiope N(ax,) is 
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either contained in an axis hyperplane or else has a normal hyperplane with 
equation of the form x, = clfY, A,x;, where the A, ‘s are nonnegative integers and 
A,=O. 
Proposition (ii) from Section 1 can be rephrased as: If g E GA,(k), then c is 
Newton-tame. This is used to prove that ail the automorphisms of k[” are tame 
[l]. Nagata conjectured that aEGA,(k) defined by 
0x,=x,. ox,=x,+x,w, _ - CrXJ = X3 + 2X,W + .Y, w2 , 
where w = xz - ,Y,x~, 2 is not tame. It is easy to see that it is not Newton-tame: 
N((Tx?) = conv((0 ,1,0). (1,2,0), (2,0,1), (0. 0, 0)) . 
The normal plane of the edge containing (1.2,O) and (2,0,1) has the equation 
x, - 2x, + _y3 = 0. This obviously cannot be brought to the form required by the 
definition of Newton-tameness. Nag&a’s conjecture will follow if the following is 
true: 
Conjecture. All tame autcmorphisms of k”” are Newton-tame. 
(It is trivially true for affine and for triangular automorphisms.) 
5.2. A result of McKay and Wang [2] asserts that all the information determining 
a k-algebra automorp5sm of @“I is contained in the coefficients of the monomials 
supported on the axis hyperplanes. This supports the conjecture that our theorem 
is true for a field k of any characteristic. 
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